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ANTARES: A HIGH ENERGY NEUTRINOUNDERSEA TELESCOPE�Juan José HernándezOn behalf of the ANTARES CollaborationIFIC �Instituto de Físia CorpusularUniversitat de Valénia � C.S.I.C., Spain(Reeived May 20, 1999)Neutrinos an reveal a brand new Universe at high energies. TheANTARES ollaboration, formed in 1996, works towards the building anddeployment of a neutrino telesope. This detetor ould observe and studyhigh energy astrophysial soures suh as X-ray binary systems, young su-pernova remnants or Ative Galati Nulei and help to disover or setexlusion limits on some of the elementary partiles and objets that havebeen put forward as andidates to �ll the Universe (WIMPS, neutralinos,topologial de�ets, Q-balls, et.). A neutrino telesope will ertainly opena new observational window and an shed light on the most energeti phe-nomena of the Universe. A review of the progress made by the ANTARESollaboration to ahieve this goal is presented.PACS numbers: 96.40.Tv, 95.85.Ry, 95.55.Vj, 95.30.Cq1. IntrodutionTo explore the Universe a messenger able to bring information from far-away soures is needed. Protons and nulei are abundantly produed in avariety of soures. Unfortunately, at energies lower than a few EeV they arede�eted by magneti �elds and do not point bak to their soure. Althoughfor very high energies they do keep their diretional information the �uxesare very low and they are a�eted by their interation with the CosmiMirowave Bakground, limiting their mean free path. The neutron is notde�eted by magneti �elds, but its lifetime is too short and an travel notmore than 10 kp even for energies in the EeV range. Photons have been thetraditional probes of the Universe, however, for energies above roughly a TeV� Presented at the XXVII International Meeting on Fundamental Physis, SierraNevada, Granada, Spain, February 1�5, 1999.(2283)



2284 J.J. Hernándeztheir interation with low energy photons (infra-red, CMB and radiowave)limits their range to at most a few tens of Mps.Neutrinos are stable and neutral and they interat weakly with matterand radiation. Therefore, they an esape from dense soures, travel longdistanes and keep the diretional information of their soure. On the otherhand, their very small ross-setion requires huge detetors to obtain theneessary statistis. 2. Neutrino souresNeutrinos an be produed by �osmi beam dumps� in osmi ae-lerators. Indeed, protons and nulei aelerated by astrophysial objetsan interat with matter and radiation to produe pions. Charged pions inturn produe neutrinos in their deays either diretly or through the deayof their daughter muons. Di�use neutrinos are produed when the osmirays interat with matter, suh as the Earth's atmosphere, the Galatiplane or the CMB. In general, the �uxes from di�use neutrinos will below but observable with a su�iently large detetor. Neutrinos oming frompointlike soures will give a dwell of information about astrophysial objets.Large objets with high magneti �elds with huge plasma �ows lead to theprodution of high energy protons. These protons an produe neutrinosby beam dumping. Objets like supernova remnants, binary X-ray systemsand in partiular, Ative Galati Nulei are possible andidates for soures.Gamma ray bursts are another possible soure of high energy neutrinos.These phenomena, now observed at a rate of one per day, ould be due tohighly relativisti shoks within a onentrated �reball and therefore ouldgive rise to the prodution of neutrinos. Although the expeted neutrino�uxes from GRBs are small, the orrelation with the time of the signal andthe diretion of their soure will allow their observation.Neutrinos an also be produed in the interation or deay of very heavyelementary partiles. The neutralino ould be the lightest supersymmetripartile and, if R-parity is onserved, ould be stable. Neutralinos wouldhave been produed in large amounts just after the Big Bang and be partof the dark matter of the Universe nowadays. In this ase, they will bemoving in the Galaxy halo at a few hundreds of km/s. They an lose energyby elasti sattering on nulei in the Earth and the Sun and onentrate intheir ores due to gravity. Their annihilation would then opiously produeneutrinos. Other more exoti heavy objets whih in their deay wouldprodue high energy neutrinos have been put forward, suh as monopoles orosmi strings.



ANTARES: A High Energy Neutrino Undersea Telesope 2285Neutrino osillations an also be studied in ANTARES using the atmo-spheri neutrinos produed in the osmi ray showers at the other side ofthe Earth. By studying ontained vertial muons almost parallel to theANTARES strings, values of L=E� from 100 to 1300 km/GeV an be ex-plored, thus having aess to the region in �m2 and sin2 � suggested bySuperkamiokande. 3. Detetor designNeutrinos are deteted by means of the muons they produe in theirinteration with the matter just before the detetor. Muons in turn aredeteted by means of the Cherenkov light that they emit when traversingthe water. This light an be seen by a matrix of photomultipliers. In orderto redue the number of down-going neutrinos oming from normal osmiray showers, the detetor will be loated under the sea, around 2 km belowthe sea surfae.A matrix of photomultipliers will be set in plae by means of strings (seeFig. 1). Several studies have been or are being arried out to this end.

Fig. 1. Shemati view of the �rst phase of the ANTARES detetor3.1. Optial modulesOptial modules onsist of a pressure-resistant glass sphere housing ashield against earth magneti �eld, a photomultiplier (PMT) and the read-out eletronis (see Fig. 2). The hoie of a PMT model must be based on



2286 J.J. Hernándezseveral parameters: anode pulse shape and height, photoathode size, quan-tum e�ieny, TTS, dark urrent, linearity and dynami range. Severalhemispherial PMTs have already been tested: Hamamatsu R5912, 5912-02,R2018-3, R7081-20 and Eletron Tubes 9353KB, 9355KB. Optial modulesas a whole must also be haraterized. This is arried out using a water tankand the �erenkov light oming from vertial osmi muons traversing it.

Fig. 2. Sketh of an optial module. The photomultiplier is proteted from thewater pressure by a pressure-resistant glass sphere of an outer diameter of 17 inhes.3.2. Eletronis, ables, onnetionsDediated eletronis for the stand-alone tests have been developed. Dig-ital data transmission studies are well under way. Slow ontrol of the dete-tor (aousti positioning, high voltage ontrol, optial module alibration)is also in a well advaned phase of development. The eletro-optial ableonneting the detetor to the shore (�40 km) has already been suesfullydeployed. The proedure to onnet the eletro-optial able and the lineshas been tested using a small manned submarine, �Nautile�.3.3. Mehanial studiesThe design of the mehanial substruture (strings) may a�et the gen-eral detetor performane. Sea urrents, orrosion, deployment and reoverymust be taken into aount. The position of the optial modules must beknown with a preision of � 20 m. Di�erent mehanial studies (hydro-dynamial simulation, positioning, et.) have been done or are already inan advaned stage. A full string, omplete from a mehanial point of viewhas already been deployed, tested and reovered during July/August 1998.



ANTARES: A High Energy Neutrino Undersea Telesope 2287A new prototype line (see Fig. 3), onneted to the shore by eletro-optialable will soon be deployed.
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Fig. 3. Sketh of the �rst string prototype.3.4. SoftwareMany e�orts are dediated to the simulation of the physial events andthe detetor response in order to optimize the detetor geometry, adjusttrigger shemes, tune muon trak reonstrution, investigate bakgrounds,detetor sensitivity and resolution. The de�nition of the most suitable ge-ometry for the 0.1 km2 detetor is well advaned.4. Site measurementsIn order to hoose the site for the experiment many studies must bearried out in situ. Besides depth, some other environmental parameters areimportant for the �nal detetor performane when seleting a proper site.The seleted site is in the Toulon area, o�-shore from La Seyne, at � 2400m



2288 J.J. Hernándezdepth (42Æ50'N-6Æ10'E). At this loation, advantage an be taken of theexpertise of IFREMER, INSU-CNRS, CTME-CTSN and Frane TéléomCâbles. Three dediated autonomous mooring lines (see Fig. 4) are beingused in di�erent tests sine 1996 (Kajfasz 1997, Bertin 1997):

Fig. 4. Mooring lines for the study of (from left to right): biofouling, optialbakgrounds and optial properties of water.4.1. Line 1Devoted to the study of optial bakgrounds due to 40K deays and bio-luminisene (Palanque 1998), this line is omposed of an ARGOS beaon,syntheti foam buoys, a urrent-meter, a pressure resistant sphere housing aPMT, an aluminum vessel housing batteries and DAQ, aousti releases anda expendable anhor. 40K dissolved in salt water deays emitting eletrons ofup to 1.3 MeV. Bakground rate due to 40K has been measured to be 20�40KHz. Variation of the bakground in a 8� Hamamatsu tube as a funtion ofthe threshold on the output signal has been measured, obtaining that above120mV (�2 pe) the bakground rate during immersion is roughly equal tothe laboratory measured rate.



ANTARES: A High Energy Neutrino Undersea Telesope 2289Bioluminisene is the prodution of light by many di�erent living beings.Its in�uene is not well known, showing a great site and time dependene. Itis orrelated with other environmental parameters suh as urrent veloity.Light is emitted in pulses that vary over a wide range in duration (frommilliseonds to minutes) and intensity (from 40K level to 1012 photons).Left side of �gure 5 shows the signal rate in a period of 1800 seonds. Thebaseline is due to the 40K and the spikes to the bioluminisent emissions.The detetor dead-time produed by these emissions is of the order of 5%.
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Fig. 5. On the left an optial bakground measurement, spikes due to Bioluminis-ene an be seen. On the right results of the water attenuation length measure-ment. 4.2. Line 2This line is dediated to the study of biofouling and sedimentation onthe optial interfaes. Deep sea bateria tend to olonize the surfae of im-mersed objets, forming a stiky bio-�lm that makes sediments to hold onto it. This may a�et the optial module transpareny in long term mea-surements. This environmental parameter is also site dependent and mustbe measured in situ. Line 2 is equipped in a similar way to Line 1. In thisase a pressure resistant glass sphere houses a light soure (blue LED) andfaes another sphere housing PIN diodes glued at di�erent positions in theinner fae of the sphere. Line 2 is also equipped with a radle holding glasssamples. By performing long term immersions it is possible to measure theloss of transpareny of an optial module due to biofouling and sedimen-tation. Measurements show that in the horizontal plane biofouling has asmall e�et that inreases as polar angle dereases. At our site biofoulingshould not have a signi�ant impat on optial modules with horizontal ordown-looking PMTs.



2290 J.J. Hernández4.3. Line 3This line is devoted to the measurement of the optial properties of thewater. These measurements are deliate and must be done in situ. Line 3onsists of a 33 meters long age struture with a mobile radle ontainingthe light soure and a PMT loated at the end of the struture.A ontinuous light soure (LED) has been used to measure water atten-uation. Results an be seen in �gure 5. Reent results indiate that lightsattering will not degrade substantially the time properties of the signaland will have a small e�et on the trak reonstrution auray.5. ConlusionsCosmi high energy neutrinos are a new soure of information about theUniverse. Neutrinos an ome from very dense astrophysial objets, travellong distanes without interating and are not de�eted by magneti �elds,thus keeping diretional information about their soure. They are also atthe end of the deay hain or annihilation proesses of a number of known orhypothetial elementary partiles. They an therefore point to the existeneof unknown partiles. Neutrino osillations an also be studied by measuringthe range of the muons produed in the water sorrounding the detetor. Insummary, the detetion of osmi and atmospheri high energy neutrinosan be an extremely rih soure of physial information.The ANTARES ollaboration, formed in 1996, has performed an inten-sive R&D program that is onverging into a realisti prototype of an under-sea neutrino telesope. Di�erent studies have been and are being performedto ahieve this goal. A lot of progress in the onstrution and deploymentof lines has been done. Extensive omputer simulations have been arriedout to optimize the design of the detetor. The environmental parametersof the site suh as optial bakgrounds, biofouling or optial properties ofthe water have been measured in more than 20 deployments of autonomousstrings, indiating that the environment of the seleted site is adequate.The new phase of the experiment will aim to build and deploy a detetorwith a surfae of the order of 0.1 km2. This detetor should be able toobserve di�use soures and, may be, several pointlike soures. Informationabout neutrino osillations an also be obtained with suh a detetor. The�rst omplete string should be deployed by year 2000 and by the end of year2003 the full 0.1 km2 should be operational.
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